
Wilderness P2E
A startup network state in the Metaverse

White Paper v2.0
“A network state is a highly aligned online community with a capacity for

collective action that crowdfunds territory around the world and eventually
gains diplomatic recognition from pre-existing states. ”

- The Network State

The world as we know it is changing, and with it, the way we play and earn.
As humanity reaches the zenith of technological advancement and material
abundance, we are faced with a conundrum of ennui and a lack of purpose.
The age-old pursuit of risk-taking and achievement has been virtualized, and
the stakes seem to be diminishing.

In this new era of digital societies and network states, the traditional notions
of work and play are blended to create a sustainable ecosystem, where the
limits of our imagination and the opportunities to connect are boundless. The
future is here, and it's time to embark on a journey of self-actualization and
collective prosperity.

The Decentralized Metaverse
A decentralized or web3 metaverse is a mecca for startup digital societies because
it provides the necessary infrastructure and tools for individuals to create and build
their own communities. The decentralized aspect of the metaverse means that there
is no central authority controlling the platform, allowing for more freedom and
flexibility in the creation of digital societies. This allows for a wide range of
communities to form, each with their own unique ideologies, goals, and economic
systems.

WhitePaper V1 : https://www.wildernessp2e.com/whitepaperv1.pdf

https://book.thenetworkstate.com/tns.pdf
https://www.wildernessp2e.com/whitepaperv1.pdf


Play to Earn : Incentivized Action
Play to Earn games are an immensely powerful idea because they provide a way for
individuals to earn rewards for the actions they take within a game or community.
This incentivizes players to participate and engage in activities that contribute to
the growth and development of the community.

The nature of incentivized work in Play to Earn games also leads to the formation of
radically di�erent online communities. In traditional games, players are often
focused solely on their own personal progress and advancement, with little incentive
to collaborate or work together. But in Play to Earn games, players are incentivized
to work together to achieve common goals and to contribute to the growth and
development of the community.

Play to Earn economics creates a more equitable and fair system where everyone
has the opportunity to earn rewards, regardless of their financial resources. It's not
just about winning, it's about creating something together, and being a part of
something bigger. And this creates a more active, engaged, and collaborative
community, where members are invested in the success of the game and the
community as a whole.

WLDY Coin or $WLDY
WLDY Coin or $WLDY is an ERC-20 token built on the Polygon Blockchain and is the
native currency of the Wilderness P2E Ecosystem. WLDY Coin can be earned by
playing Wilderness P2E in Decentraland, spent on exclusive Wilderness P2E NFTs or
exchanged with other users on Centralized and Decentralized exchanges.
WLDY Coin is designed keeping in mind three important aspects for the Wilderness
P2E ecosystem :

● Transparency : WLDY Coin is a cryptocurrency leveraging the blockchain
technology, thus allowing for complete transparency of transactions and a
permanent and publicledger of balance on the blockchain.

● Security : WLDY Coin acts as a layer of security for the Wilderness P2E
economics. All transactions on the blockchain are permanent and immutable.
Creation of new WLDY Coin tokens is further governed by a smart contract,
isolating the economics of the game from any failure of security or bad
actors in the game itself.

● Incentivized Action : WLDY Coin allows for incentivization of players' actions
within the game. Players can earn rewards in the form of the WLDY Coin for
participating in community activities, completing tasks, and contributing to
the development of the game. This incentivizes players to actively participate
and engage in the game, which leads to a more active, engaged, and
collaborative community.

https://polygonscan.com/address/0x258d8423d9d6fae7bff3e5b7d1aa13348492aa0b


Gameplay : Wilderness P2E in Decentraland
Wilderness P2E currently hosts an engaging Magic Combat MMORPG gameplay in
Decentraland, located at -25,90. Wilderness P2E creates a vibrant economy for its
players with no Price for Participation by earnestly distributing the value created in
the game back to its players.
Wilderness P2E players enter the fantasy world which is more dynamic and strategic
than most of the things we experience in life outside the metaverse. The thrill of
exploring mythical creatures in a fantasy world, discovering new tactics everyday
and building the best strategies with and against other players makes it an
unforgettable experience.

Every player contributes to the overall experience of the game. While some may
prefer to be the combat experts, others will be able to choose less violent skills like
Baking, Potion Brewing, Parkour, etc. It is this diversity and the resonance of
di�erent aspects of the game that enable Wilderness P2E to provide di�erent
gameplay and economic opportunities to everyone in the world.



Community and Events
A true digital society transcends beyond any particular platform, and the same is
true for the Wilderness P2E community. The community engages in discussions on
discord, acts as a mouthpiece for the ecosystem on twitter and comes together to
celebrate important moments and party in the Metaverse on Wild Nights.

Interoperable NFTs : Decentraland Wearables
Wilderness P2E utilizes the interoperability of Decentraland Wearables to create
NFTs which not only give bonuses and extra earning opportunity in Wilderness P2E,
but allow the players to express themselves with the best fantasy fashion across the
Decentraland Metaverse.

https://discord.gg/y4GxdEPz4x
https://twitter.com/wildernessp2e
https://market.decentraland.org/browse?section=wearables


Tokenomics
Pre-mint for providing Liquidity on CEX and DEX : 100M $WLDY

New Supply Created [2021-2022] : 65M $WLDY

Supply Burned [2021-2022] : 44M $WLDY

Total Supply as of Jan 18 2023 : 121M $WLDY

New Supply Creation rate : 600,000 $WLDY / week or app. 31.2M $WLDY / Year

Net Increase in Supply = New Tokens Minted - Tokens burned for purchase of
new NFTs

New Supply is created at a fixed rate of 600,000 $WLDY per week or approx 31.2M
$WLDY per Year. 500,000 $WLDY of the newly created supply is given as play to
earn rewards to players and 100,000 $WLDY goes to the DAO treasury.

100% of coins spent on purchase of new Wilderness P2E NFTs are burned, thus
decreasing the supply of coins.

Governance
A Player DAO with a fixed voting power in the
main DAO of Wilderness P2E will act as a
worker's union because they represent the
interests and rights of the players within the
game. A worker's union is a group of employees
who come together to protect their rights and
interests within the workplace. Similarly, a Player
DAO is a group of players who come together to
protect their rights and interests within the
game. This allows the players to have a say in
the important decisions that a�ect the game
and their experience within it. For example, the
Player DAO can vote on changes to game rules, new features, or other community
initiatives.

Voting Power in the Player DAO will be determined by the amount of $WLDY and
Wilderness NFTs held by the players, and will be rolled out in phases between Q1
2023 to Q3 2023.


